Access to the interior and __ was closed from 9/11 until July 4, 2009. Lies near __ Island, where millions of immigrants entered the U.S. Liberty poses with her __ leg back as if in stride, moving forward. The date on Liberty's tablet is July 4, 1776 in __ numerals. Liberty's crown has __ rays, one for each continent. Liberty's __ is covered in gold leaf, but once was copper and glass. The exterior of the statue is covered in sheets of __. The statue was shipped in 214 __ to the U.S. for assembly. The Statue of Liberty was a gift from the people of __. "Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled __...". The statue components had to wait 11 __ in storage for the pedestal. Term for the green color of weathered copper. The base supporting the statue was built by the __ of the U.S. The pedestal features the sonnet "The New Colossus" by Emma __. Located in __ __ Harbor, but near New Jersey. The statue is featured on the New York State __ dollar. There are many __ versions of the statue around the world. May have been inspired by the __ of Rhodes and the Suez Canal. The statue is 151 feet tall, on top of a __ that is slightly taller. Designed and __ by Frederic Auguste Bartholdi. Airport-type __ is now in place to protect the statue and visitors. The broken __ of oppression lie at her feet. The gift commemorates the __ of the Declaration of Independence. The __ of the statue was on October 28, 1886. The statue has greeted millions of __ over the years. From 1984-1986 the statue was renovated and __ with steel. Numerous __ were held in France and the U.S. to pay for construction. A common nickname of the statue is __._
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Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

__ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:

S T N A R G I M I W E S N C
S N S N S E C U R I T Y I W L
H E H K R O Y W E N V I L O J
T V A C E N T E N N I A L R G
N E C E C N A R F D H T E C Y
O S K I M A S S E S E N F T N
M U L I T O R C H N S G R O S
S R E S I A R D N U F E I A U
E A S T S O E C P R B T C P S
T Z H G F T O A O I A I E R S
A A H N P P T M L C L O I E O
R L I L P I A Y I P P G W F L
C E U E N N D D E L H J V O O
R C R A R A E R E T R A U Q C
S N L K L D P E D E S T A L D
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